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A Practical Acceleration Algorithm for
Real-Time Imaging

Uygar Sümbül*, Juan M. Santos, and John M. Pauly

Abstract—A practical acceleration algorithm for real-time
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is presented. Neither separate
training scans nor embedded training samples are used. The
Kalman filter based algorithm provides a fast and causal recon-
struction of dynamic MRI acquisitions with arbitrary readout
trajectories. The algorithm is tested against abrupt changes in the
imaging conditions and offline reconstructions of in vivo cardiac
MRI experiments are presented.

Index Terms—Auto-calibration, dynamic magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), Kalman filtering, non-Cartesian MRI, real-time
MRI.

I. INTRODUCTION

D YNAMIC magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an
important tool to monitor changes in tissue structure

over time. The basic dynamic imaging experiment puts the
MRI scanner in a continuous scan mode and the same imaging
sequence is repeated periodically to obtain a time series of im-
ages. Many dynamic MRI applications reconstruct the images
after the data is collected. Real-time MRI has the additional
requirement that the reconstruction be performed at the time
of the experiment with minimum latency. Along with this
reconstruction budget requirement, real-time experiments often
explore the advantages of changing the imaging sequence
on-the-fly. This capability can decrease the overall scan time
and increase the throughput of clinical MRI. Perhaps more
importantly, applications such as image-guided therapy and
catheter tracking exist as a consequence of real-time imaging.

The main problem of dynamic MRI has been to provide a
satisfactory temporal resolution without compromising spatial
specifications such as field-of-view (FOV) and resolution. Since
the speed of data acquisition is fundamentally limited by both
physical and physiological constraints, accelerated reconstruc-
tion techniques have become increasingly popular [1]–[10].
Naturally, the same problems carry over to real-time imaging.
In addition, the acceleration algorithm must be fast and causal.
These extra restrictions prevent modern techniques from being
applied to real-time imaging. Indeed, many approaches are tar-
geted towards offline reconstruction and assessment. Some of
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these methods are not causal, while others may require separate
initialization scans. Other obstacles include time-consuming
reconstruction algorithms and their inability to handle arbitrary
readout trajectories. As a result, the sliding window recon-
struction is used ubiquitously in clinical real-time applications
despite its shortcomings.

The sliding window algorithm convolves the data with a rect-
angular temporal window. The width of the window is chosen
so as to satisfy the spatial Nyquist rate. Thus, the samples within
the window receive equal weights. This technique is suitable for
arbitrary trajectories, but the temporal blur due to convolution
can be intolerable at times. This blur can be decreased by ex-
ploiting the temporal redundancy in high frame rate reconstruc-
tions, either explicitly or implicitly. For instance, sparse MRI
[8] uses the sparsity in the temporal frequency dimension and

- BLAST [5] exploits the fact that many image pixels are rel-
atively stable while a few pixels display rapid variations. The
phenomenon exploited by both of these methods is the same al-
though the approaches are quite different. Recently, the authors
proposed a Kalman filter based algorithm that exploits the same
redundancy with a fast and causal reconstruction. The results
suggest improvements over the sliding window algorithm [11].
However, the algorithm relies on an initialization scan, which
nullifies some important advantages of the real-time imaging
paradigm.

In this paper, we modify the Kalman algorithm with a
real-time imaging focus. The modified algorithm provides
fast and causal reconstructions with arbitrary trajectories and
it does not use separate training scans. This auto-calibrating
algorithm quickly adapts to changing imaging parameters and
the reconstruction quality improves over the sliding window
reconstruction. Temporal blurring is reduced and anatomical
details are better depicted in individual images. As mentioned
above, there are already a few robust methods outperforming
the sliding window algorithm in an offline reconstruction
scenario with a bigger time budget. However, these methods
are not real-time capable. Therefore we compare our results
to those of the sliding window algorithm. The proposed al-
gorithm benefits from the fact that non-Cartesian trajectories
result in incoherent aliasing patterns. Moreover, non-Cartesian
trajectories generally have better motion and flow properties
[12]. Therefore, the algorithm should perform better with
such readout trajectories although there is no difference in the
computational steps. Our results were obtained using spiral
readouts and we will be implicitly referring to a non-Cartesian
trajectory throughout the paper.

The proposed algorithm maintains a dynamic buffer to adapt
to changing imaging conditions. The algorithm naturally han-
dles changes in the excitation and acquisition sequences, coil
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sensitivities and coil noise variances, as well as patient posi-
tion. A similar idea was applied to - BLAST [13], where a
short-time Fourier transform was used so as not to wait until
the end of the experiment. However, the method was ultimately
limited by noncausality, resulting in long latencies.

In the next section, we modify the original Kalman re-
construction algorithm. Section III explains the experiments
reported in this paper. Results of the in vivo experiments are
given in Section IV. Section V concludes with a discussion of
the method. In the Appendix, we provide a few implementation
details.

Throughout this paper, represents an estimate of the generic
parameter denotes the covariance of denotes
the Hermitian conjugate of , and denotes the element-wise
absolute value of . Lastly, in arithmetic operations, and
denote element-wise multiplication and division, respectively.

II. THEORY

A. Kalman Filter Approximation

An acceleration method based on the Kalman filter was in-
troduced in [11]. The method provides fast and causal recon-
structions although it relies on initialization scans. Here, we first
summarize that algorithm. Then, the ability of the algorithm
to rapidly adapt to changes is shown under steady state condi-
tions and an auto-calibration scheme that does not require extra

-space samples is presented.
A model of multicoil dynamic MRI experiments with arbi-

trary readouts is

(1)

where is an vector denoting the true noise-free
image arranged into a 1-D vector, denotes the corresponding
difference vector between consecutive true images, denotes
the vector of actual scanner data, and denotes the cor-
responding acquisition noise, all at time . is called the ob-
servation matrix and it includes terms due to gridding, Fourier
transformation, and coil sensitivities. For a general reference on
the Kalman filter, the reader may refer to [15]. The claimed ac-
celeration in our reconstructions is achieved by estimating a full
image from individual interleaves in multishot acqui-
sitions, in which case is significantly smaller than .

The first line in (1) puts the modeling burden on . Note that
no a priori knowledge is assumed for motion. Therefore, the
fate of the reconstruction depends on characterizing the second
moment of the difference process, . This also provides the
algorithm a significant flexibility to operate under changing con-
ditions. The second line in (1) describes the physical process of
data acquisition together with an additive acquisition noise com-
ponent.

Let , where is the acquisi-
tion noise covariance matrix allowing different noise variances
for individual receive channels. Coil noise cross correlations are
ignored, which are usually small [12]. Let de-
note the vector of noise variances of individual samples. is
known as the system noise process and we will call the diagonals

of its covariance the motion map. denotes the
estimation error covariance . For consistency, we
note that we use a simplified notation in this paper and cor-
responds to in [11].

We assume that and are diagonal. The under-
lying reasons and theoretical analyses are given in [11]. Also,
[16] suggests tracking the wavelet transform of the underlying
image to further improve the diagonal approximation. The diag-
onal entries of these diagonal matrices are read into im-
ages and the most time consuming steps of the general Kalman
filter simplify to elementwise calculations. We also have

, where denotes the sensitivity
map of the th coil. Thus, the basic algorithm is given as

(2)

where is an matrix of all ones. Some of the sam-
ples from the already oversampled, high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), slew-limited central part of -space are discarded to ar-
rive at approximately uniform sampling densities along a single
readout interleaf. This allows for the approximation leading to
the fast reconstruction algorithm in (2), at a small SNR penalty.
Moreover, the corresponding SNR loss can be eliminated by first
resampling uniformly along the trajectory. Details on initial-
izing the algorithm can be found in [11]. When multiple acqui-
sition channels are used, the data can be combined to be recon-
structed together using explicit sensitivity information (SENSE-
like [17]) or individual channel data can be reconstructed inde-
pendently to be combined later (GRAPPA-like [18]). For de-
tails, see [11]. In this paper, we employ the combine-then-re-
construct approach.

B. Exponentially Fast Reorganization

The algorithm puts exponentially diminishing importance
on past data. This property allows the filter to reorganize itself
quickly when a (cyclic) steady state is perturbed, either by
changing the imaging parameters or by patient motion. The
sliding window reconstruction puts equal importance on a finite
number of time points. Moreover, it treats every pixel in the
same manner. In contrast, the Kalman filter based algorithm
uses a pixel-dependent update scheme. All of the available data
is utilized, but only the most recent few time points contribute
significantly. To see this, define and

so that for denotes aliased contributions of in-
dividual observations. The diagonal matrices serve as image
masks suppressing some of the aliased energy. Moreover, let

(3)

. Then, the last line of (2) can be expressed as
and ultimately

(4)
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Fig. 1. (a) Masked aliased images ����; notice that masking suppresses much
of the aliasing artifacts by itself. (b) The respective contributions of the masked
aliased images in the final reconstruction �� �� �. (c) The reconstruction
due only to these most recent three images � � �� �. (d) The final
Kalman reconstruction.

with . While this equation is not computationally
useful, it demonstrates the auto-regressive nature of the filter
and the fact that aliased images are weighted within an expo-
nential decay envelope. Indeed, this exponential behavior is
more obvious when the matrices lose their time dependence
under strict steady state. In this case, so that each
interleaf fully samples -space and there is no acceleration in
the reconstruction. Then, and
(4) becomes a matrix convolution. Fig. 1 shows three most
recent masked aliased images , their weighted contributions
and the resulting reconstruction in an 8 experiment. The
development in this subsection helps explain how the algorithm
unaliases and how it can effectively handle perturbations.

C. Dynamic Update of Statistics

The previous two subsections assumed that an accurate
estimate of motion statistics is available at all times. In practice,
obtaining such information is a challenge even in a steady state.
Performing a separate training scan corresponds to assuming
wide-sense stationarity and is commonly used in dynamic
imaging [5], [7], [11]. Nevertheless, this approach nullifies
the flexibility expected from real-time imaging. One solution
would be to embed the calibration points into the actual scan.
However, care must be taken to keep the calibration points the
same in all interleaves, and the resulting overhead may not be
acceptable.

In this paper, we propose to obtain the motion map dynami-
cally from a causal buffer of conventional images. These images

Fig. 2. It is impossible to obtain a motion map of both high spatial resolution
and high temporal resolution from a single scan, since the acceleration factor is
bigger than 1. (a) High temporal resolution, low spatial resolution map obtained
by a separate training scan. (b) Low temporal resolution, high spatial resolution
map obtained from within the data. Notice that the static tissues around the heart
do not appear in the motion maps.

are reconstructed by the regular gridding algorithm using a den-
sity compensation function. They merely support a low frame
rate and therefore suffer from temporal blurring. On the other
hand, asynchronous acquisition facilitates the use of these im-
ages in calibration because active pixels will still display sig-
nificant variation. Of course, the resulting motion map will not
be very accurate, but a rough estimate is enough for reasonable
unaliasing. Eventually, the algorithm works by suppressing the
changes in some pixels while accentuating others. Mild imper-
fections in the motion map will appear as local SNR degrada-
tions in the reconstruction.

The proposed method does not require extra scans or extra
samples. Another advantage is that a high spatial resolution
motion map is obtained. Therefore, in comparison to self cal-
ibration via additional low frequency samples, the method uses
more accurate spatial information, but less accurate temporal in-
formation (Fig. 2).

Maintaining a causal buffer of conventional images allows for
incrementally updating the motion map rather than recalculating
at each time point. Let the buffer hold conventional images.
If are used to find and are used to
find , then

(5)

since is a zero-mean process. Subtraction of the acquisition
noise variance can be optionally performed to suppress artifacts
such as the spiral swirls [11].

The second parameter that needs to be dynamically updated
is the acquisition noise variance, , which can be used to
trade-off between SNR and temporal responsiveness. Moreover,
individual coil SNRs can be utilized to dynamically manage the
active coils by comparing them against a threshold value. The
acquisition noise is thermal in nature and therefore white and
Gaussian. Its variance can be dynamically updated by main-
taining a causal buffer of outermost -space samples. Let the
buffer hold -space samples. If are used to
find and are used to find , then

(6)
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since is a zero-mean process. Here, is a multiplication
factor motivated by the fact that it stabilizes the filter against the
imperfections due to various approximations and that the acqui-
sition noise estimate is treated as a tradeoff parameter. Loosely
put, serves as a “knob” adjusting the acceptable noise level
during the experiment since the viewing experience is ultimately
subjective. It reflects the relative trust in the data in compar-
ison to the previous estimate. Finally, calculation must be
overestimating because the time between conventional frames
is (speed-up factor) times that of the desired frames. A simple
first-order solution is to divide by a constant. However, rather
than introducing another constant, we embed this adjustment
into as suggested in [11]. Thus, serves as an umbrella pa-
rameter performing all the stabilization and subjective adjust-
ment tasks. Although it is hard to choose an optimal value be-
forehand, the value of can be adjusted during the experiment
as mentioned above. The numerical value of is meaningful
only when the scalings for all the operators are known. In the
Appendix, we suggest a natural scaling convention.

When the combine-then-reconstruct approach is taken, the
sensitivity maps also need to be dynamically updated. This can
be done using the conventional images already computed for the
motion map update. As mentioned before, the reconstruct-then-
combine approach can employ a sum-of-squares combination
and does not need sensitivity maps.

Dynamic update is achieved by maintaining a first in-first out
buffer. The size of the buffer is another design choice. While
large buffers can provide better estimates and more immunity to
noise, they also result in more sluggish responses to perturba-
tions. Our experience suggests that a buffer of 20 conventional
images provides good results although moderately acceptable
reconstructions can be obtained by maintaining as low as five
conventional images. Even with large buffers, initiation is not a
problem because the Kalman reconstruction can start immedi-
ately, filling up the buffer very quickly on-the-go.

D. Choosing the Readout Trajectory

As mentioned before, the algorithm handles arbitrary readout
trajectories naturally, using exactly the same computational
steps. On the other hand, it is expected that certain readouts
provide better results due to the approximations we introduced.

Let us analyze the problem from a mutual incoherence
[19] perspective. When the sampling points are approximately
equally important (incoherently distributed), the aliasing side
lobes of the point spread function will not have prominent
peaks (incoherence). Statistically, aliasing will appear as an-
other source of noise. Therefore, the algorithm can assume
that there is no aliasing involved in the sampling (diagonality
assumption), and the apparent noise level is higher instead.
This is another explanation of the multiplicative factor . Thus,
ignoring the burden in acquisition, a randomized sampling pat-
tern should work better. This also explains discarding some of
the samples in the already oversampled central part of -space.
Essentially, we are trying to prevent preferential treatment of

-space regions. For instance, a uniformly random sampling
pattern will result in -space regions that remain undersam-
pled for a long time, with high probability. Consequently, the
system will need more time points to become observable and

the window interpretation suggests that a larger error will be
incurred. The ideal readout sequence for our linear statistical
algorithm seems to be an incoherent scheme that minimally
disturbs observability. Poisson disk sampling is an excellent
example, as used in [20]. Designing such randomized 2-D
readout trajectories is considerably harder in MRI although
randomizing the positions in the phase encode direction in
echo-planar imaging (EPI) is convenient. This would provide
a 1-D version of the algorithm. In this paper, we chose spiral
readout trajectories as convenient and conventional waveforms
that are also relatively incoherent in both Cartesian dimensions.

It is interesting to note that ideas from the nonlinear, -based
compressive sensing paradigm [21] are used in a linear -based
Kalman filtering problem. In the Appendix, we provide two
basic readout trajectory/point spread function examples.

E. Reconstruction Complexity

The computations performed in the algorithms mentioned in
this paper are dominated by gridding and 2-D Fourier opera-
tions. All the other computational steps require negligible re-
sources. Therefore, they are ignored in complexity calculations.

The sliding window reconstruction uses one undersampled
gridding and one 2-D Fourier operations per image. The Kalman
algorithm performs two undersampled gridding and two 2-D
Fourier operations per image, when the statistics are precalcu-
lated. The auto-calibrating Kalman algorithm obtains and main-
tains the statistics during the experiment. For an acceleration
factor of , this dynamic update requires one full gridding and
one 2-D Fourier operations every images. That is, the auto-cal-
ibrating Kalman algorithm performs undersampled
gridding and 2-D Fourier operations per image. Thus,
the proposed method is less than three times computationally
demanding than the sliding window algorithm. The latency of
the proposed algorithm is equal to the reconstruction time, un-
like the sliding window algorithm which also waits for neigh-
boring future data.

We note that the resources required for gridding depend crit-
ically on the width of the gridding kernel and the grid over-
sampling ratio. Beatty et al. [14] showed that desired gridding
performances can be achieved by different kernel widths and
fractional oversampling ratios, resulting in significant computa-
tional savings.

III. EXPERIMENTS

Free-breathing, untriggered dynamic cardiac imaging exper-
iments were performed on a 1.5-T GE Signa system, using the
GE 8-element cardiac array that wraps around the torso. In-
formed consent was obtained from the healthy volunteers be-
fore in vivo experiments. A fat-suppressed 30 flip angle GRE
excitation was used. Slice thickness was 4.7 mm. Data was ac-
quired using the RTHawk real-time system [22]. Offline recon-
structions were performed both with the proposed algorithm
and the sliding window algorithm for comparison. The sliding
window reconstructions accessed the available sensitivity and
coil noise estimates to achieve SNR optimality. These two algo-
rithms are both real-time capable, and have similar reconstruc-
tion complexity and latency. The first experiment was also re-
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Fig. 3. Temporal variation of the oblique line shown on the left side for the three reconstructions. The pixels on the oblique line are arranged vertically in the
profile images. The arrows point to a certain flap of the cardiac valve. Note that the profiles are not periodic due to breathing and ungated acquisitions.

constructed with the original Kalman algorithm by acquiring a
separate training scan.

For the first experiment, an oblique slice of the upper
torso, going through the four-chamber view of the heart is
selected to visualize the rapid valvular motion. The FOV
is thus set as 42 cm. The in-plane resolution is 2 mm and

ms/23.9 ms. Two channels of the 8-element
array (lower-back side) were turned off due to insufficient sen-
sitivity. Oversampled low frequency -space data is discarded
in the Kalman filter based reconstruction to maintain an approx-
imately uniform sampling, as discussed in Section II. In total,
3.3% of the acquired data was discarded. The sliding window
reconstruction used all of the acquired data. An 8-interleaf
spiral trajectory was used, where each interleaf corresponds
to a different time point, resulting in 8 accelerated recon-

structions. The buffer size was 15 conventional images (less
than 3 s). For this experiment, we also acquired single-shot,
low-resolution (6.6 mm in-plane) initialization data with the
same scanner configuration. Scan durations were chosen as
approximately 10 s to include common bulk motions such as
breathing. A conventional (no acceleration) reconstruction runs
at approximately 5.2 frames per second (fps) so that 8 accel-
erated reconstructions run at 41.8 fps. The trade-off parameter

was set as 8 for the reconstruction using separate training
data, and it was set as 20 for the auto-calibrating reconstruction,
as discussed in Section II-C. We emphasize that the numerical
values are meaningful only when the operator scalings are
known (see the Appendix).

We performed another experiment to test the adaptiveness
of the proposed algorithm. This time, only four channels
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Fig. 4. Temporal variation of the oblique line shown on the left side for the three reconstructions. The pixels on the oblique line are arranged vertically in the
profile images.

of the 8-element array were active and the imaging FOV
is thus reduced to 34 cm. The in-plane resolution is 2 mm
and ms/22.5 ms. The Kalman filter based
reconstruction discarded 3.8% of the acquired data (from the
oversampled center) to achieve an approximately uniform
sampling. The sliding window reconstruction used all of the
acquired data. A 7-interleaf spiral trajectory was used, corre-
sponding to 7 accelerated reconstructions. The experiment
started with a four-chamber view. During the experiment, the
imaging slice is altered twice. First, a 90 rotation is applied.
Then, the slice is shifted to center the heart within the FOV.
Thus, it was possible to assess the adaptiveness by observing
the reconstructions around these big perturbations. The 7
accelerated reconstructions run at 44.5 fps. The effective under-
sampling is more severe in this second experiment. Although
1/7 (instead of 1/8) of -space samples are acquired at each

Fig. 5. Three different views were acquired during the dynamic imaging ex-
periments. The first vertical dashed line goes through the valve in the first view.
The second vertical dashed line goes through the valve in the second and third
views. (See Figs. 6 and 7.)

point, only four channels are used. Moreover, the reconstruc-
tion FOV was set as 36 cm instead of the acquisition FOV of
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Fig. 6. Temporal profiles of the first vertical dashed line in Fig. 5. Only parts of the experiments are shown for a better visualization. The Kalman reconstruction
provides more detail. The arrows point to the depiction of the cardiac valve. The view change takes effect almost instantaneously in the Kalman reconstruction,
essentially as fast as that of the sliding window reconstruction. The Kalman reconstruction needs a few more seconds to flush out the conventional images from
the previous view.

Fig. 7. Temporal profiles of the second vertical dashed line in Fig. 5. Only parts of the experiments are shown for a better visualization. The Kalman reconstruction
provides more detail. The arrows point to the depiction of the cardiac valve. The view change takes effect almost instantaneously in the Kalman reconstruction,
essentially as fast as that of the sliding window reconstruction. The Kalman reconstruction needs a few more seconds to flush out the conventional images from
the previous view.

34 cm. This is due to significant contributions from outside the
prescribed FOV. The trade-off parameter was thus set as 30.
The buffer size was 30 conventional images (less than 5 s).

IV. RESULTS

Fig. 3 shows the temporal variation of an oblique line passing
through the right half of the heart, from the first experiment. The
representative cardiac images on the left show the position of

the oblique line in the reconstructions. We compare the results
obtained by the sliding window algorithm (top), the Kalman al-
gorithm with a training scan (middle), and the auto-calibrating
Kalman algorithm (bottom). The vertical position-time images
on the right demonstrate two basic results: Much of the tem-
poral blurring due to the sliding window reconstruction is re-
solved in both of the Kalman reconstructions and while the
Kalman reconstructions do not provide identical results (due to
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Fig. 8. Proposed method adapts very quickly to changing conditions. However, the buffer needs to be replenished for the method to achieve its best. The effect
of the previous motion maps cause artifacts until the corresponding conventional images are flushed out of the buffer. (a) Transition due to the 90 rotation. (b)
Transition due to the FOV shifting.

different motion maps), there are not outstanding differences in
the overall reconstruction quality. The blood pool is somewhat
brighter in the middle (Kalman with training) reconstruction
when compared to the bottom one (auto-calibrating Kalman),
but the detail levels of the anatomical structures are about the
same. The difference in the blood pool depiction can be un-
derstood by inspecting Fig. 2. In GRE imaging, a proton den-
sity contrast is obtained and the blood pool appears very ac-
tive due to the mixing of excited, spoiled and unexcited spins.
When extra training data is used, the temporal resolution is high
and the blood pool appears bright in the motion map. When a
low temporal resolution map is obtained from within the actual
scan, very rapid changes experience temporal aliasing and the
blood pool does not appear as bright in the motion map (Fig. 2).
Therefore, individual pixels around the cardiac valve may have
lower crests and troughs in auto-calibrating reconstructions al-
though the peak-to-peak variation should be higher than that of
the sliding window algorithm. Low temporal resolution motion
maps will result in more discrepancies at even higher accelera-
tion factors, which is a limitation on the achievable acceleration
with the proposed auto-calibration method. Naturally, different
excitation sequences such as steady state free precession will
have different characteristics.

Of particular interest is the depiction of the cardiac valve.
While the horizontal lines corresponding to the valve are smeared
out in the sliding window reconstruction, discrete shades are
visible in almost every heart beat in both of the Kalman recon-
structions (arrows). Note that the dynamic imaging experiment
allows the subject to breath normally and does not use gating.

Fig. 4 shows the temporal variation of another oblique line
that is approximately perpendicular to the first line, again from
the first experiment. The representative images on the left
are rotated by 90 counter-clockwise for better visualization.
The basic results mentioned in the previous paragraphs are

demonstrated again. The Kalman reconstructions improve over
the sliding window reconstruction in terms of the detail level in
the profiles. The depiction of the rapid motion is similar in the
Kalman reconstructions, the Kalman algorithm with a training
scan providing a slightly brighter blood pool. We could not
spot other significant differences in the pertaining videos of the
Kalman algorithms.

Fig. 5 shows the three different views acquired during the
second experiment. The temporal profiles of the vertical dashed
lines are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The top parts display the sliding
window reconstruction and the bottom parts display the cor-
responding auto-calibrating Kalman reconstruction. Again, the
depiction of the details are better in the Kalman reconstruc-
tion. Moreover, the responses of the two reconstructions to per-
turbations are similar. Essentially, the Kalman reconstruction
gives intelligible reconstructions as soon as all of the interleaves
are reacquired with the new configuration ( 160 ms), which is
equal to that of the sliding window reconstruction. To achieve
its best, however, the Kalman reconstruction needs the buffer of
conventional images to flush out all the images from the pre-
vious scenario. Fig. 8 demonstrates these by concentrating on
the regions of Figs. 6 and 7 where transitions happen. Although
we did not implement it, one can dynamically manage the size
of the buffer as well by monitoring the change between consec-
utive images. This should further improve the responsiveness of
the Kalman reconstruction.

It is interesting to note the manifestation of the valvular mo-
tion. In Figs. 6 and 7, the arrows point out the position of the
valve in the profile. Such rapidly moving parts carry great im-
portance in cardiac function assessment. Yet, it is exactly those
parts that are smeared out by the sliding window algorithm. The
improvements afforded by the auto-calibrating Kalman algo-
rithm are readily appreciable both in these temporal profiles and
in the video reconstructions.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the time courses of a particular pixel obtained by the sliding window and the Kalman-based algorithms. (a) Position of the pixel within
the FOV is highlighted. (b) Pixel intensity-time plot comparing the two reconstructions. The slight phase shift between the reconstructions is due to the noncausal
window of the sliding window algorithm.

Fig. 9 shows part of the time course of a single pixel that
the valve leaflet sweeps through during the second experiment.
The blood pool being somewhat darker in the Kalman-based re-
construction means that the corresponding plot will be shifted
down a little bit. Yet, the Kalman-based reconstruction still has
higher crests. More interestingly, it has quite sharper troughs
when compared to the sliding window reconstruction. These
troughs are the results of the dark valve leaflet sweeping through
that particular pixel every once in a while. This demonstrates
the improvement in quality afforded by the Kalman-based re-
construction.

There is mild flickering in the reported reconstructions, both
with the sliding window algorithm and the Kalman-based al-
gorithm. Also, the amount of flickering is comparable between
the two algorithms. Background suppression in the motion map
plays a role in the amount of flickering due to the proposed
algorithm. Flickering is a result of unresolved spatial aliasing
caused by motion. Since our algorithm essentially provides a
trade-off between rapid tracking and SNR, it is possible to get
rid of such artifacts at the expense of a smoother reconstruction
by increasing the noise covariance estimate. Naturally, improve-
ments such as more involved readout trajectories should further
improve the reconstruction fidelity.1

V. CONCLUSION

We presented an algorithm for the real-time reconstruction of
dynamic MRI acquisitions. The algorithm decreases the blur as-
sociated with the sliding window reconstruction, which is a stan-
dard method of accelerated reconstruction for real-time MRI.
The algorithm builds on the original Kalman reconstruction [11]
and carefully preserves causality. It is auto-calibrating so that
the necessary estimates used in this statistical algorithm are ob-
tained from within the data and in a causal manner. In addition,
the algorithm provides a fast reconstruction, thereby allowing a
real-time implementation.

1Videos pertaining to the results reported in this section can be downloaded
at http://www-mrsrl.stanford.edu/publicfiles/realtime/.

Many real-time MRI applications involve experiments where
individual images can change drastically over time. Therefore,
we tested the proposed algorithm under small perturbations
(breathing, patient motion, changes in coil sensitivities) and big
perturbations (sudden changes in the imaging area of interest).
We observed that the algorithm adapted to the new conditions
very rapidly.

The algorithm merely provides a method of reconstruction
and does not involve anatomical modeling. Therefore, it can be
combined with other excitation pulse sequences and/or applied
to other in vivo regions of interest.

APPENDIX

Scaling Convention: We now briefly describe a scaling con-
vention. The Kalman filter does not use a density compensation
function, but the calibration stage needs density compensation
to reconstruct the conventional images. Let denote the en-
tries of the density compensation function, where runs over all

-space samples. For a circular -space coverage and an image
size of , one must have to preserve
the amplitude of the underlying -space function. This specifi-
cation is independent of the grid oversampling ratio. Moreover,
the deapodized inverse gridding reconstruction routine and
the deapodized gridding reconstruction routine should be
Hermitian conjugates. The same deapodization and gridding
routines should be used in calibration and Kalman filtering. Note
that our simplified Kalman filter requires the input samples
to be approximately uniformly distributed over -space.

Readout Trajectory Examples: Fig. 10 shows two 5 under-
sampled -space readout trajectories, together with their point
spread functions. The spiral trajectory (right) has an additional
undersampling factor of due to its circular coverage. Slew
rate limitation is disabled to discard the extra low frequency

-space samples in the spiral trajectory. Therefore, the number
of samples of the spiral trajectory is indeed times that of
the Cartesian trajectory (left). The point spread functions re-
veal that the Cartesian trajectory yields fewer but very coherent
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Fig. 10. 5� undersampling. (a) Cartesian trajectory with 2000 samples.
(b) Spiral trajectory with 1574 samples. (c) The absolute value of the point
spread function of the Cartesian trajectory. (d) The absolute value of the point
spread function of the spiral trajectory.

Fig. 11. Phase of the point spread function of the spiral trajectory.

and large side lobes, whereas the spiral trajectory distributes the
aliasing energy. Moreover, the changes in the phase of the point
spread function also reveal the incoherency of the spiral trajec-
tory (Fig. 11). The order in the radial direction in the spiral tra-
jectory is also apparent in the point spread function. It is cer-
tainly possible to create more incoherent sampling patterns, but
they will also be more demanding on the gradient amplifiers.
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